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SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
A partner's a big help for the next two days. Work together and accomplish practical results.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Get extra productive today and tomorrow. Ignore distractions... a breakdown at work requires attention. Accept a good suggestion.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Figure out how much work is left. Generate enough to cover expenses. When can you go play? Enter a two-day fun phase. Invite your crew over.

PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Home holds a magnetic draw today and tomorrow. Develop a private fantasy. Reorganize and renew your space. An old enemy turns out to be friendlier than you thought.

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
Practicing something you love to do goes well now. Read, write and film. Roadblocks require patience. If you get stuck, take a break and try later. Keep it practical.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
A confrontation could require explanation. Hold your position. Wait for a better time to talk about money. Focus on making it, and enter a lucrative phase.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
The moon's in your sign, and you're exceptionally clever with planning. Stick to practical ambitions. Don't get distracted with fantasies or procrastination.

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
Wait for practical answers, or for locked doors to open. Cut everyday spending without suffering about it. Delays and obstacles could hinder travels.

LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Laughter with friends refreshes. They offer comfort and advice. Put unrealistic ventures aside and handle basics. Doubt clouds your judgment.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Pesky regulations could interfere with your plans. Learn so you're stronger next time. Analysis plus intuition equals understanding.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today and tomorrow pose a pleasant traveling phase. A conflict or disagreement could throw a monkey wrench in the works. Cut the frills.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Postpone an outing. Obstacles could delay the action. Take care of financial accounting and paperwork today and tomorrow, and stash the change.
Color Me Gary

You know him, you love him — it’s Gare Bear! We think facial hair would do him some good. Try out some different looks and post your Gary 'stache to Twitter and look for our favorite #ColorMeGary photos on wkuherald.com.

If you’re lucky, he might even hang it on the fridge!
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Spring Hill Liquors
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!
ONLY MINUTES AWAY FROM WKU
2037 RUSSELLVILLE ROAD BOWLING GREEN, KY 42101 PHONE: (270) 782-5551

OVER 300 CRAFT DOMESTIC AND IMPORT BEERS IN STOCK

$18.99 1.75L ALL FLAVORS

$10.99 750ml

$8.99 750ml

$11.99 1.75L

$16.99 1.75L
$19.99 750ml

$10.99 750ml

$19.99 750ml

HOURS: MON.-SAT. 8AM-11PM SUNDAY 10AM-11PM
ACROSS
1 “__ Mia!”: ABBA musical
6 Bit of baby talk
10 Defensive trench
14 So all can hear
15 Apple MP3 player
16 Makes mistakes
17 Secretary of state before Hillary Clinton
20 Approx. landing hours
21 To be, to Caesar
22 Golf shoe feature
23 Theater level
25 Changes for the better
26 Score symbol that usually has a stem
31 Shirt with a band’s logo, maybe
32 __ shower: pre-wedding event
35 Throw in the first chips
36 Dude
37 Swabbing tools
39 New England fish
41 Flagged down
43 Word repeated before “black sheep”
44 Digit-shaped sponge cakes
49 Move to a new country
51 Performed better than
53 __ close to schedule
54 Shenanigan
55 Cowpoke’s pal
57 Target practice supply
59 Tied up in knots
61 Spot between a rock and a hard place... or a hint to the ends of 17-, 26- and 49-Across
62 QB’s gains
63 Had a bite

DOWN
1 Self-defense spray
2 More often than not
3 “__ Lisa”
4 Saturated hillside hazards
5 Kerfuffle
6 Fuel for semis
7 “Dawn of the Planet of the __”
8 Sleep lightly
9 Wood-shaping tool
10 Travis or Haggard of country music
11 Point in the proper direction
12 Pinball player’s place
13 Dangerous fly
14 Bhagavad-Gita student, likely
15 “I’ll take that as __”
16 Hunk’s physique
17 Swabbing tools
18 Not prohibited
19 High points
24 South American tuber
25 “One thing __ time”
26 Management deg.
27 Coffee vessel
28 Obedience school command
29 Far from cool
30 Gold, in Granada
31 Moved to a new country
32 __ close to schedule
33 Correct a pencil mistake
34 Mouse sound
35 Throw in the first chips
36 Dude
37 Swabbing tools
38 Encouragement for a flamenco dancer
39 Part of mph
40 ‘60s radical gp.
41 New England fish
42 Mouse sound
43 “Far out, man!”
44 Bhagavad-Gita student, likely
45 “I’ll take that as __”
46 Blows one’s own horn
47 Em, to Dorothy
48 Leader of the Huns
50 Strong points
52 Cuts into cubes
55 Exam for high school jrs.
56 Suffix with million
58 Knee-showing skirt
59 Lion’s share
60 Vending machine bills
62 QB’s gains
63 Had a bite
A STOCKING FULL OF SUDOKU
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Every _______ we _______ to a tree in _______ far away. Not just any farm, a _______ tree _______. My dad and I _______ onto the _______ to _______ for the perfect _______. Some people like them _______ and _______ and some like them _______ and fat. We are searching for a tall and _______ one! “Over there!” I exclaim, “Dad it’s over there!” Off we _______, saw in hand to _______ this year’s _______ down. _______ it’s _______ finally!
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WARM UP WITH A BEER!